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ANNUAL PROGRAM 
LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT 
1972-73 
Additional LSCA FY '73 Funds 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 
29211 
South Carolina State Library 
NOTE 
The Annual Program, Library Services and Construction Act, 1972-73, 
was originally developed on the basis of the funding level approved by the 
Administration for 1973-74. Following court decisions on suits challenging 
impoundment of LSCA Funds, additional monies became available under the 
Library Services and Construction Act. This Supplement to the Annual Program, 
1972-7 3, reflects the inc rea sed funding level between the Administration budget 
and the Appropriation Act. 
Where the only change was an increase in the amount allocated for a 
project, a revised budget sheet is published in this Supplement. For the 
narrative description of such projects; the reader should refer to the original 
Annual Program, 1972-73. When a project has been added or restored to the 
program, both budget and description are included herein. 
In all cases this Supplement should be used in conjunction with the Annual 
Program, Library Services and Construction Act, 1972-73. 
" 
. ' 
'l \\~~£ ~.·::. ' 
~tate of ~out~ <1Iarolina 
®ffice of t~e (1i)ouentor 
JOHN C. WEST 
GOVERNOR 
Miss Estellene P. Walker 
South Carolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Dear Miss Walker: 
February 7, 1974 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION 
Edgar A. Brown State Office Building 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Per our conversation, it is not necessary to refer the rev1s1ons to the Annual 
Program for FY 73 to this Office for review and approval. Please accept this 
letter as an approval of those revisions. 
Your continued cooperation is appreciated. Please advise me if this Office 
can be of any further assistance. 
ECWjr/bf 
~~;L 
Elmer C. Whitten, Jr. 
State Clearinghouse 
t;~:; .. ~ ~~.l~_:..j,::· ADDITIONAL LSCA FY '73 FUNDS 
ConsoliC:at.:d Listir.g o~ P-::-vj.3ct:s Incl:..:.ccc ~r: .:.r..-.uc.! Prc..::;;:.:-:rJ for Ti.:::..es I, III, ·~v-.··. a::d :V-B 
~~~ ~;:.ou;.ts re~o::-.:-eC. b.o:l6tv u.rc: 
IV1 -:--··'···-cd ";' ............ 4-·-··-es bv P-oJ'ect by LS,C' 'T'.:t 1 e ~ ~o;t "'.~au.:._l... -•·,._Jio;..•;~- I,..U.It. J ...., ._ ' .. -.. •• • 
0 ! 1-· ~· :;·. ,,--<:t ,.. • ? .... '- . cc• T.~, •• C~Uc • .l .... x:'), ... ~- t.: .... es DV rO]CC;... ~}J '"'"' :> :J.. __ e 
~nst::-uc~:o~s ~o~ co~?lcting tt~s listing ~allows: 
l. !or each LSCA Title use a saparata sheat(s); 
2. Transcribe the in£oroation fro~ s~ction 3 o: each 
l?-rvj,~ct Report (OE Forrr. 3ll4-l) to or;e of tha linas balow. 
3. Fe~ eF.c:. LSC.'\ Title, show total of exper:dit~-res by e:<pcr.ses catagoi..J1 and source 
(total c£ co~u~•s 1 thrvug~ 11) 
State: SOUTH CAROLINA 
Fo~ Fi5cal Y~~~ ~nd~ng June 30, lS~ 
Date c:: Subr~issivn: Feb ·2, 1 974 
Tne projects listed belm-: a::-.:: 
authorizac ~r:d2~ provisions of ~SCA 
(check one): 
R]Ti tle I, Public Library 
UTi tie I, Institutional 
0Ti tle I, Handicapped 
nTitl~ HI 
, SY CAT.::cc.~v (Co!uwns J·7) L' 3Y SOI.<RCE (Cob::ins s-::.• -----
• - ' 
- . - - ' I f I I . ~ l l : ·;:;·· ;..• 
• p,o • .:.C• 1 s;.:...:.R;Es ~ 1 Auoro·vasuAL.: _ . __ !CONTRAC7UAL.' cT.~ZR 1 TOTAL. FC!'< ~ FEDERAL. 1 sT:.Tz L.OCA!. i ., .1 • .":' 1 H\:MCI:!R I A!I.O •;;;.;;e:s BOOK.. r-MATEt'IIAL.S I c:.~l.i.?W..::.I •• ,. SERVlCC:S I' EX?EN$0::$ l ?ROJ<":C'i 1 FUNiJS I r'UCICS I fl!N:;S i ( .. ~:~,.c;_"' 
.I-A 
-
I . (lj (2) I (Jj l (4) ~) (6) I (?) I (8j (9) (Jlil I (11) -~ l . . I , .. 
_.,_f _· ·- j l j I \ 13,599 113,599 I 13,599 ( I i 13, 599' 
l ... J.23,ooo !·. ~ f I l23.ooo f 23,ooo f J I 
I , I . , ,·-----.,.-. 
. ·2, 5oo I I 1 1 2, 5oo 2, 5oo I i ' 2 5oo 
I I ; ; • I ' 
II· 23,000 
III-D (4) 
IV-A 88,252 h76,507 
• 
! 88,252 
i 
353, 011 ~353, 011 353,011 
VI-B (2) 10,000 
,. • I I I I . 
t 1 L ______ .1_~.~oo _1 !o· ooo 1 1 1 10.000 
. ~----,~---- - -~ -- - -- - I I i I ! I 
~09,5·07190,752_1· ____ 1_ __ ,13,599,402,110,402,1101 i -TOTALS 88,252 402,110 
! I I - I - - u I_ I . I I ·I . 
~ I . I I _ _ I _ _  _ _ _ !_ _ _ ___ 1__ ___ __l 1 I 
j I I I I ---t I . I . 
I I I I I I l . ~ ~ ' ! I I I I I 
I I I i ,. 'I . i I t ' • j - - -- - t l 
__ , I i ! I l I I ·1 I ! 
l I I I I I l I I I I 
- I I ' ' I I : . . 
TO'l'AL 
i i I I . I I . l . ' 
I • . ..1 l I I l I t 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
REGION IV 
50 7TH STREET N.E. 
ATL/\N 1'/\, GLORGI/\ 10121 
Miss Estellene P. Walker 
State Librarian 
March 11, 1974 
South Carolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Dear Miss Walker: 
OFFICE. or· EDUCATION 
Room 553 
The South Carolina Annual Program for Fiscal Year 1973 Released Impounded 
Funds under Title I, Library Services and Construction Act, as amended 
(P. L. 91-600) has been reviewed and accepted as received in acceptable 
form as of February 11, 1974. 
The Notification of Grant Award for this program was issued January 11, 
1974. 
/ /0 _? g'{ ~ t-,e~1 {( )tt-2--'1~/ Shirley A. Brother 
Sincerely yours, 
.. 1/ . 
'j ,. II J f£/~o . .;!tt-,~JJJ-~ /l/1i'v~-/ 
Charles w. Moore, Director 
Education and Community Services 
Senior Program Officer, Library Services 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
REGION IV 
50 7TH STREET N.E. 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30323 
April 3, 1974 
Miss Estellene P. Walker, State Librarian 
South Carolina State Library 
P.O. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Dear Miss Walker: 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
553 
The South Carolina Fiscal Year 1973 additional funds Annual 
Program for Title III Interlibrary Cooperation under the 
Library Services and Construction Act as amended (P.L. 91-
600) has been reviewed and accepted as submitted March 21, 
1974. 
The Notification of Grant Award (OE Form 5325) for this 
program was issued January 11, 1974. 
Sincerely yours, 
fJV I) ./ l!A(.,.aJd!J :21£:; .4t&'7!Y-
charles W. Moore, Director 
#!~c. /;n~ Education and Community Services 
Shirley A. Brother 
Senior Program Officer, Library Services 
t;~.~ ~~,:..:.~.::· ADDITIONAL LSCA FY 
1 73 FUNDS 
Ccnsoliclatad Listicg o~ Projacts Inclu~ad ~~ ;~~u&! Pr0gr~~ for Titles l, III, ~V-A a~d :V-3 
:1!: a;,wu;i ::s rc?or.:<:!d b~l6~.,r c.:rc: 
!XI L::s~i: .. ::-..::cd 2:.-:?~:~d:.:::~res by P::-oject, by LSCA Title 
0 ~ !-• -· ·;·- ,_ .... ,,... ••• ' ':) ••• ·- '. - cct 'T''~1 1 •• c.u,.l ... x;), ... ~_ ... l! ... eS ov ... r-OJC!Ci.... ~JJ ..... ~ ·' .L1· .• e 
ns~r~c~~o~s ~or co~?lcti~g this list:ins ~cllows: 
l. ~or each LSCA Tit:le use a saparata sheat{s); 
2. Transcribe :~e inforoation fro~ S2ction 3 o= each 
l?roj ... ct Re~c:.t (OE Forrr. 3114-1) to or.e of the lines below. 
3. Fo:.: e?..c!-1 LSC.\. Tit:le, show total of exper:dit:.:.res by expenses catago1.7 and source 
. (total c~ co~u~•s 1 through ll) 
I SY CATi::CC~Y (Co!u:..rlo J•7) ,L 
State: South Carolina 
ay SOURC~ ((;oJu:i.ns S•:; ~~ 
-----' ,.------, ., 
• P~o;:::c> I s.:.L:.R:Es i AUo:liO·VISUAL. 1 _ .. __ !eo.-.TRAc-ruAL.· cT·~:::R ! TOTA..., FOR J P'E!CERAI.. : STATE: 1 L.o:A-:. 
N;.!Mi:I:.::R 1 A!'.O ,;;..;;ES BOOK!; ·f·- MATERIAI.S j c;.QU,?Mo:.,...' I· SERViCC:S I EXPC:NS'"S 1 PROjE:CT ~ F'-J~-.;.Js l ru~,c;s i F•.::-.:::;.s 
--------
.. ,.., ... 
• . ,., • i'\ ... 
(:.!4•.:i c.j J.aJ 
c.,f. ;--; 
(11) 1 . (lj (2) i (Jj ! {4) (S) (6) I (7) ! (8) ~- ' (;;_) I (10) 
I I . i l ! 4, 800 I I I 4, 800 t 4, 800 l I ! 4,_~ 
-HI-- f 1-5, ODO l · j·. \ f l1o, ·638 ! 25, 638 f 25, 638 { l \ 25, 638 
-- . . I ' I I ' ' ;-
; I I I I I . I 
IV : I ; I I I 2 0' 0 0 0 ! 2 0' 0 0 0 ; 2 0' 0 0 0 i • 1 2 0' 0 0 0 
v : ! l I 4, 500 I I l' 000 i 5' 500 ~ 5' 500 j i I 5' 500 
VI 1· 1 5o o I 2 . 5o o I 1 • o o o -I 4. o o o i 4. o o o I I i 4. o o o 
I I i I I l I ! I 
: I. I I i 1 l I --
1 19, 800 2, 500 32, 638 I 59 938 59 9381 I : .59. 938 
. I I I I I . I I ·I 
TOTALS 15,000 
I I I I I _ _ ____ L_ _ __ I 1 I 
i ,~-----~~]~=-~~-~~--~-~--~-~----_] -- ---. -[ ____ -_I 
I I ! l I I I i ' ~ ' ' ! i ! .i i II' i I I I ! I l I I · 1--:,---
1 l I I i l I I I I 
! I i I I I I I I !-
I 
i 
'!O'j:.At 
.,_.__,_ ·---·-- -·-- . -
Cli .. fAI\Tioi[NT OF 1-!. •~ 7H, EDUCATION, ANIJ •ELFARE 
OF!< •-7:!: CF EDUCATION 
'II'AS'-4 '->JTON, o.c. zozoa 
P~C!JECT REPORT 
For Titl •• I ond Ill of the Librory s.rv;..:•• end Construction Act, OS emended P.L. 91-600 
,·Read the lnsti'U~:.-.•·~ ~fore complelin/1 fht. report) 
An answer is required 
fGr each item on. this form. 
frH~ REPORT I~ FOR 
(E ~:o~~~'?SED 0 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
June 30, 19 7 3 
AN ACTUAL 
PROJECT 
FORM APPROVED; 5/l0/7Z 
O.M.B. NO, 51-R071Z 
TITLE 
STATE 
s. 
I 
c. 1PROJECT NO. I-A 
1. NA)r.(( (ld~ntlly if •t•t• ·~.ncy, ,..,...._.., ·"' ... 1 or loc•llibr•ry, o.''.,'''•tion, or ln•titution tl1•t w1/l •dminister tho project) TELEPHONE (Ar.• cod~. Number, E~tlon•ion) 
r---5:-,uth Carolina St:;:.:' Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 --
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTIS) (It leo• than tnt"• 
Staltt, tiel by numb•rJ I COUNTY ~ZIP CODE 7 AOORL:SS (So.=bu, otreet, city ar><J s. .... -..) P, Q,__B_Qx_ll46q_ Ldumbla. S. C Richl2nd 29211 All 
Z. NAME OF PROJECT 
.· Title I: Project 1~.:\General Admini~_tration (Streng_ll-,eniog the State Agency) 
l. PROJECT DATES i INITIAL PROJECT ~~ C01'4TINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER I-A 
<( 
.... 
~ 
Q 
.. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIMEs,.,, ·•uraJ Ir1definite j b. PROJECT nEGA"' __!_5l')(J__ je. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE non-terminal___ 
4.. GEOGRAPHICAL AND PCPUL'- :-.. CATA ;::xnplele •II of,,.,,. •ub-il~·r..,. "pplic~ble to lh•• pruJ<CI) IS. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE ~F PROJECT 
(1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUN':" !S SERVED 46 (IJLJ BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES (3) D REFER£NCE SERVICE 
.... 
u 
IU 
~ 
-::-:-:c:-:::---
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN T~! .O.REA SERVED BY THt: I»P()JECT 2, 590, 51 n_ __ -tOJ QCOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK I (4) D :t~!;'t~·liAL PROCESSING 
(J) PREDOMINANT CHAR ACT EO: ;TIC OF AREA SERVED (r;rre but estia:ale of the perr.~nla~e (SJO OTHER (Specify) 
di•triburion of p•r•on• aerv~ w~:.l'tirt e•eh of the lollowlnC•r•••J 0 
IX 
a. 
• 
a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGH:-.:'<~vOO 3.03"· (2)APPALAC:HIA (:), 3 }''• b. (1JURBAN 47 , 57 % {2JSU8URBAI'ol "!. (J)RURAt. 52 . 43 '7o 
< 
% 
0 
6, TYPE OF GqOUP(C!:eck tl,. bN • >•.:h b.ot deacribe• lfle /"•r>ularion aerved b:r t.'~ project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give beat estimate of the percent~tt• di•tribulion of 
( 1) 0 ECONO"'I cALL y DIS A C\ •'; AGED ·---- pora0<1,. aerved in the project by a{/e ~roup a (see item 4.1>.) 
-·- -. -- ~ i= 
u 
IU 
.., 
(2J0 PHYSICALLY HANOICA•·~:'; GIVE PERCENTAGe Or THIS GROUP THAT IS BL:ND 
(JJOMIGRANT (I)~ GE.,[t:<L PUBLIC AREA (.fJrJ OTHER (Specify) 
"lo ([)CHILDREN (eQe Q-U) 30,41 '7o 
~~~~2..0......Q.1_ ':' • 
WORKING AGE/ 
(3) GRADUATE (BCe 25-<S•J+.2.J13o/o 
(4)AGED(a,c6St>ndover)7. 37 ~. 
e... ETHNfC OR RACIAL GROUP .> 7HIS PROJECT PRI1<4ArtiLY FOR AsP£CiFIC ETHNIC OR RA- ----· j 
CIAL GROU?T (/1 "YES," 'ire,._ .. , •sti:n•te ol percenlet:e •llolr/bution of p<tr•on• 0 yr.-s ·~ N0/9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING I.,ISRARIES Af'.ID AGENCIES 
••rved br r•ce or ethnic lroup) '- [_ -~ - E c 2 
I I (1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru (11) (6) OTHER ALAD Ml 
II" SP,I-HISH SURNAJ.4EO 
(I) a. AMERICAN INDIANS .,. {}) •· MEXICAN AMERICM~S _ "• h ~ · ·- (1) SPECIAL 3 
b. AM E q I C AN 0 R I ENTAL S '7o b. CUBAN "l• PUBLIC 4 n (8) HuSPITALS 6 
- .,. - (3) SCHOOL Q (9) CORRECTIONAL 7 
c. NEGRO "h r, I»UERTO RICAN ,. 
- --, (4) VOCATIO~IAL 3 1(10) RES•lJt.N IAL 8 d.. WHITE 7o .t, OTHER ...?!.j. _ SCHOOLS _ 
c. oTHER ,.. ·• __ ._. ___ · _____ J !SJ JR. coLLEGE 0 jriiJ OThERSt2. te Dept. Ei:U_l 
SUMMARY OF EXPE~::'·.~- ;:;:s (Fill in IAn• 1 for "I'I'OPOSED" ""d Lin<] for "Ac!ual" -rpen-:•t'"'es, 0£ Form J114-j. Round all amount• to nearest collar) 
-------·--------· -'-------
"' 
BY CATI!GORY (Col<=n< 1·7) BY SOURCE (Colwn:,. 8·11) 
IU • I ·~ PROJECT SALARIES ''~S AUOIC>VISUAL I:Q CONTRf,CTUAL O'r>-<F:R l TOTAL FOR FEDERAL I STATE 
....... '-ND ·MAGES f'~~ MATERIALS UIPMENT SERVICES ! EXPo-•cSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS 
'0 ~ I - A (1) (!.> (l) (4) ($) I 16) . (1) (8) (9) 
:Z:a.. ----;------~ -
LOCAL 
FUNDS 
(10) 
TOTAL 
(Mu•l cq<UOI 
Col. 1) 
(IJ) 
:~~I. Proposed ! ·.• I 13, 599,13,599 13,599 
"' 2. Actual - · ·,~ e---el ~-.- . ~ c __ .• 
. . - _ ! I I II I _ 
13,599 
U 0 1 CERTIFY lh·. II f lh ·~r _ , NA!o!E OF HEAO, :>TATE LIB'l.lRY AG[r,CY (Type'{ '>C"''ORE _ ~ ) I OA>E """ 4t a o e u. o .... a~1on .,.,. . 
:Z: 0 •;'>nt<~ined hert::n is corr~t to :.!>e t-est ···f) · /~ ·· · · ~ z C( my knowledee• - • •' I / : . --r ' 
..... ~ Estellenf' P Walker JXbr2. rl ~n -- ~~ ( 1 I 1 ,...._ ,1 ·r;r I -hl /' Feb. 2, 1974 
E fORM 3114-1, 6/71 pr.f:VIOUS EDITIONS ARE OU~OLETE (See rcvers.'e'ulthj;;[;;;,y-
( 
' 
'~ • .f .. ~ ~ .. - - t ~ f ( ~ 05outh carouna 5tate Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973_ 
Title ~~----------------------------Project I-A: G:encral Administration 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. ~ . .Q.1_1~I_i.]:~1tions tov.rard attaining go<tls of the long range program: The project supports 
GL•al .i. du-(!ctly and rn.akes possiole the provision of adequate planning, direction and 
supervision at State level; maintenance of records of the fiscal administration of the 
entire p1·ograrn; personnel administration, accounting, evaluation, and reporting. 
Indirectly, the project supports Goal IB, IE, and all others included in the State 
pn•g:·atn. 
2.. General description: This project is aimed at the establishment, extension and im-
pr()VCnenL of library service to the end that a good level of service will be within the 
convenient reach of all residents of the State. Major activities include planning, 
::>.ccouniing, and records, adm.inistration of the grant-in-aid program; administration 
of special grant programs designed to advance the overall service in specific service 
a r,;as or in specific geographic areas; studies and surveys as necessary to provide 
direction and/ or evaluation of both the state-wide and specific local programs; the 
c s!<l ~1 i shn:cnt a.nd rnaintonance of a program budget, the preparation and publication 
oi the Basic State Plan, the Annual Program, and the long range South Carolina State 
Progr.-:.1~1 For Libra1·y Devclopn1cnt. 
1973 Impounded Funds 
$7091 has been budgeted to cover increased administrative 
costs; printing, office supplies, postage, and travel. 
3. General aims: The specific aim of this project is to insure efficient administration 
of t.he c~1lirc ~Hogram to the end that adequate library service may be provided 
throughout the State. 
~ I f ""' .::>outn {..arouna State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973_ 
Title _.=.I ____________ _ 
Project I-A: Genera] A elm j ni stra tian 
·1. ~~~U252.0._~f_<-~:2_~_!2_is~erin~ The achninis!:ration will be centered in the headquarters 
o tli.c.: u£ Lhc South Carolina State Library and will be supervised by the State 
Librarian. 
NA 
:\rca:-; of cn1phasis: NA 
''· o::,ect.ivcs, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
'· M.:tp oi the geographical area: The entire State; no map. 
8. P•1b~ic aud non-public libraries, agencies,· organizations, and institutions parti-
ci oating in this project: 
The So•..1th Carolina State Library, Columbia, S. C. 
,\~~-~iJr l·~1~:t)l' . .:1s!s t)!" 1~-::uject: 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3 
Title _ __;I:__ ___________ _ 
Project I-A: General Administration 
1. .Scn·icc to disadvanta.~cd 1n lov/-income areas: 
2. Sh·cno:fhenin(': State Library administrative 'agency: To strengthen the State -- _____ __) ______ ___.. 
Li:n·:cry agency, personnel added in 1971-72 will be continued, including a 
director for the Title III program and a consultant for Service to the Disadvan-
L<~;cd. An additional Field Service Librarian is being added to assist with (Cont. 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: 
F •: 1 ::1 t i on of Pro j c ct to : 
l. Early childhood education: 
2. D:::-ug abuse education: 
3. "Right to read": 
4. Environmental education: 
5. Career education: 
.J u o- - 8 I 2 .:S I 71 
Supplies the administrative 
support necessary for the 
success of all projects con-
ducted in that area. 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title I 
-------------------Project I-A: General Administration 
• 
\[;1,ior Ernphasi.s of Project: 
-, 
'-'• L;Cneral field services and serv1ce to the disadvantaged. The adminis-
!LilivL~ 1.)lHlg"t is bcinc; incrca::;cd to cover additional clerical help, travel, 
supplies, and related costs. A breakdown of the funds budgeted to streng-
!11cn the a~·.c::ncy is J.s folJow.s: sztlaries $36, 312; adn1inistrative costs 
$3,000. 
_.. --~·-· ... -.. -- .. ----
OlFARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED; 9/30/7Z 
' 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this fonn. O.M.B. NO. St-R071l 
WASHINGTON, O.C. ZOZOZ 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT ~ A PROPOSED 0 AN ACTUAL I . PROJECT PROJECT 
For Titlu I end Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE !PROJECT NO. 
,Read ihe Instructions before comp/etin~ this reporl) June 30, 1973 s. c. II 
t. NAJrr.CE (Identity i/ •t•t~ .,rncy, rr,ion•l or /oc•llibr.ary, o,..r,lJnization, or in&tilulron that wr/1 .adD'linister the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number. Ertenaion) 
South Carolina State Library ( 80 3) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (No=bn, otro•t, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IS) (IIIe .. !hart tnl~re 
29211 
StiJ.le, lie t by number) 
P.O. Box 1 1460 Columbia S.C. Richland All 
2... NAME OF PROJECT 
-
II: Technical Services (StrengtheninQ the .State ~~ncv) 
3. PROJECT DATES ] O?J 0 INITIAL PROJECT s:; CONTINUI:-IG PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER lA • II 
-( a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN (y~ar•) ==:I b. PRQ~_::cT EHcGA"' 1956 je. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE c ontinui n_e: 
--· 
1- 4... GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA,_ )tnplete all of the 6u!rirem~ li;.plic~t!~ to thia project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
-< ----·-- (IJLJ BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES (3) 0 REFERENCE SERVICE 0 (I) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 16 
-1- (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJC:CT 2.....23_0 516 (2) QcoMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (4) D ;:~H,~IiAL. PROCESSING u 
w (J) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give b<•l e•lirr-4~e o( tho percentaQe (5) 0 OTHER (Specify) 
.... 
0 
a: 
d.Jatrjbution ol person• eerved witl'u'n ••ch of the lollowinQ a rea a) 
a.. 
3.03"· (2) APPALA~f~IA 25. 33.,..• b. (1) URBAN 4 7 • 5 ':'o (2) SUBURBAI'L ____ ':'o (3) RURAL 52. 43 ,-. • 
a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHeORHOOO 
-< 6. TYPE OF GA~UP(Cf:eck the box whrch best describe& the populatrc·n serve~ le-y the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give be&l estimate o( Inc p"rcenlaiie dialribuliO<J ol 
:% (lJL..J ECo~•C•-'ICALLY DISADVANTAGED peraon• •erved in the project by IJ~IJ ~roup• (set!J item 4.b.) 
0 
(2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PC:RCENTAGE OF THIS GROLP THAT IS BLI~~D 
"· 
WORKING AGE/ ~ t- fJ) CHILDREN ("Qe D-14)3 0. 41 '7o (3) GRADUATE ("'" 25~4) 42. 1 u 
w (JJUM!CRANT (4):8] GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) 0 OTHER (Sp~c'lv) (2) YOUTH (it/1e 15·24) 2~ (4) AG~O (lf~e 65 ~>nd over) 7. 3/ ., 
e. ETr.:--<:C OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMAP.!LY FSR A Sf'E':iFIC eTHNIC OR R,O,.. 
.. ;. .; 
C1AL GROUPT (If "YES,"' Qive beer ••timato ol percenta'e di.!t,;but:L>n of pe~sona 
DYES (X] NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AI~D AGENCIES •erved by raCG Or •thnic Srovp) 
IF SPANISH SURNA,.ED ( 1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru (1 I) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC l 
r.!.!J...!::_ AMERICAN INDIANS ':f, (:J) o. MEXI'::..N A>-'eRICANS ,.. 1 .. (7) SPECIAL. 
b. A'~ ERIC t N 0 R: ENTAL S ~. b. CUBA'"' '7. PUBLIC (8) HOSPITALS 
e. I<EGRO "?', c. PUC:Oi_O RIC_~N 
"· 
( 3) SCHOOL. (9) CORRECTIONAL. 
d. WHITE '7o d. OTHt'R "!. (4) VOCATIONAL 
(JO) "~"<DENTIAL 
SCHOOLS 
- (5) JR. COLLEGE 
•· OTHER '7. (II) OTHERState L1 bra :r.y_J_ 
--------· 
SUM.•;ARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in bin• 1 tor "PROPos;,-D" ,., ·i Line 2 f•>r "Acru.ol" rxpenditures, OE Form J114-3. Rot.r1d all amoW1/.s to netp·est Collar) 
·------· 
.., BY CATEGORY (C~:'"""" !·7) OY SOURCE (Columna /J·I 1) 
t:J TOTAL lcr 
l:J PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIQ-VISUAL C0:<TR~CTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL. STATE LOCAL (MUJrt ec;ual EQUI PMt=:~~ T 
.j-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUN OS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 1) 
• - c:: II ~co (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) 
·ZCl. 
JWw I. Proposed J c.__ cz: 
. / 23,000 23,000 23,000 ,x 23,000 
IU 
--
2. Actual / I -._./ 
'· ----, I 
v NAME OF HEAD, STATE LIBR~<i<Y AGENCY (Typ-.) 
,G,HORE ~~j I DATE . ...,o I CERTIFY th2t all of the information 
zo c·~ntained hertin 1s correct to the be$t ':-~t_ ~,( / , Ar--rr t ,·b:: ,\I ~z of rr.y lcnowledc;e. Estellcne P. \L,lkc~r. Lib:raria-b" f--< Feb. 2. 1974 
E FORM 311"-1. 6/7t PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE -·--- (See reverse of this form) 
( 
' . 
-- -- ~-- ~- ··-- . __ ..:...,__ . --· 
.. 
o/o 
rrr 
;0 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title I ~------------------------------Project II: Technical Seryices 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
l. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: Supports Goal IBl. 
Through the control of the selection, acquisition and processing of all materials and 
books used in the library program at the State level, and through the supervision 
and review of the purchase of materials and books made at the local level in 
connec~:ion with project development, Technical Services insures efficiency and 
I 
econ01ny of operation which results in better service to all library patrons. 
2. General description: This project is designed to strengthen the State Library ad-
ministrative agency. Technical Services at State level is responsible for coordi-
nating all book selection, consolidating book orders, and processing books and 
n1aterials received. This project is responsible for the maintenance of the collec .. 
tion and the catalog at State level. Professional staff serve as consultants to local 
libraries on cataloging and acquisition problems. 
1973 Impounded Funds 
$23, 000 was added to the book budget to strengthen the 
State Library's interlibrary loan and reference collection. 
To build up the State Library's collection of books and materials to 
the point that it can adequately serve as a resource center for all libraries in the 
.St<ttc: io insure that libra1·ics carrying out special projects at the local level under 
the State .Plan are following the selection requirements outlined in the operating 
jH<'~cd,:r·? N}-.i.ch:; s a p.:trt of all project contracts. 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Y car 1973 _ 
Title -=.I _____________ _ 
Projcct II: Technical Services 
L ~)j,tho~1 g_i__a_dm~!:li~tc,ring:, Technical Serv:icc s is a major department of the State 
Li..):·~.:·y. "..::'he (:cnarl:n<cnt is headed by an experienced Technical Services.libra-
rian who supervises the work of the entire department, including cataloging and 
z_ ........ c1 a1 s .i.L·._\_)11 s. 
A rt~as of c1nphasis: NA 
Sn0cial resources required: NA 
n. Obicctives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
7. ~1ap of the geographical area: The entire State 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
This is a project in which only the State Library participates, although the ser-
vices of the project benefit all libraries in the State. 
1500 Senate Street ~ 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3 
Title I ~--------------------------Project II; Technical Seryices 
_:-.._rajor En>phasis of Project: 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: This project is designed to 
strengthen the State Library 1 s administrative agency. 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: 
H(~la!ion of Project to: 
l . F' :> r I \" c ilt ld h o r' r~ c d u ,: a h r.m : N A 
---- ----·-------------·--------
..., 
~-
.; . ~_13 i ght to read": NA 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
400--8/23/71 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this form. O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
-PROJECT REPORT ~· A PROPOSED X PROJECT [_.' AN ACTUAL .: PROJECT I 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE 'PROJECT NO. 
,·R.ead the Instructions before completing this report) June 30, 19 73 s. c. III-D-(4) 
1. NAME (Identify if state aQency,·re~ional or local library, or~anization, or institution that wtll administer the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, E1etension) 
Sn 1th t:arolina State l ibrarv 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and Stale) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE 
CONGRESSIONAL OISTRICT(S) (If less than entire 
Richland 29211 
State, list by number) 
All P.O. Box 11469 Columbia, s. c. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
-
III- D- ( 4) Materials for Disadvantaged 
3. PROJECT OATES [_ INITIAL PROJECT ~-CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER III D 4 
< 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAN 1972 ,c. PROPOSED T-ERMINATION DATE indefinite 
1- 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all ol the sub-items applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
< Q (1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 (1) L. BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES (3) D REFERENCE SERVICE 1- (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 590 516 (2) ~COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (4) D J:~H~~I~AL PROCESSING u 
w (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the p~rcenta(1e (5) C OTHER (Specify) ..., 
0 distribution of persons served wUhin each of the followinQ areas) 
a: 
0.. 
.1 03 "' ( 2) APPAL A CHI A 33% b. (1) URBA"47 • 57 '7o (2) SUBURBAN "' (3) RURAL 52. 43 '7c I a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD !C 25 !0 
< 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the boJ< which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenlaQe distribution of 
z (1)00 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by sQe Qroups (see item 4.b.) 
0 j: (2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7o {1> CHILDREN (s(1e 0-14J7R7 .. /tl9 WORKING AGE/ . ~ u (3)_GRADUATE (a(1e 25-64)1,__, 0.9t. 
w (3)0MIGRANT (4)0 GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) G OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH (a(1e 15·24J519, 083 (4) AGED(a(1e65andoverJ.l90, 9_6 
"' B. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA- · .. 
·-·-:· .• ... ··.:•.•"". :i ······-·:-i•·· ::·:.:::: .• } .. ·: ''·.8 CIAL GROUP? (If 11YES," Qive best estimate of percentaQe distribution of persons 
served by race or ethnic ~roup) ;---· YES ~NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED (1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru (11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7o 12)a. MEXICAN AMERICANS '7o 40 (7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS '7o b. CUBAN ~0 PUBLIC 40 (8) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO '7o c. PUERTO RICAN % (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE '7o d. OTHER '7o (4) VOCATIONAL '(IO) S~~~~DOEL~TIAL 
e. OTHER o· f .·::·.·_ ····-·.. i. -.. ·.····· i } ' } ( ; } 1 (5) JR. COLLEGE (11) OTHER /C 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 for "PROPOSED" and Line 2 for "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-3. Round all amounts to nearest dollar) 
"' 
BY CATEGORY (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
,w TOTAL ID~ PROJECT SALARIES AU DID-VISUAL CO'JTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal BOOKS EQUIPMENT 
:zl-1- ANO WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
o-a: ( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) 16) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
_oo 1-Zo.. 
uww 1. Proposed 
2, 500 2,500 2,500 wo..a: 2,500 
.,x I" w "~~~,-· .. !·'" ·. 2. Actual 
(' ! 
u 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAu, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) SIG-NATURE DATE • .,o 
··r /l /2:-/ ;{ . ..... ~-Uzo contained herein is correct to the best woz of my knowledge. /~_(///. "'i=~ Estellene P. Walker Librarian Fe"Q. 2, 1974 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE - (See reverse of this form) 
, 764 
0 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at beginninB of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information essen.tial to understand the general d1mensions of the project. (Type on 8 x 10 112 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with .this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.~ .• by contract, State agency, local a~ency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.g., primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where app:opriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D-EVALUATION REPORT (Complete for all projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114-3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submittEd at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper rightnand comer. 
At beginning of fi seal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of B, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before july 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section B; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114-3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73.14019 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment ~uch as shelving, reeding desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organizatwn or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.~ .• scholarships, traineeships, internships, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the oppropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-l 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title _...._ ___________ _ 
Project III-D-4; Materials for 
Disadvantaged 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: This project will 
provide a central resource for materials including filmstrips and recordings 
needed in the programs for the disadvantaged conducted by county and regional 
libraries. The project supports Goal II C 2b. 
2. General description: The State Library will refresh and enlarge its collection of 
materials useful in serving the disadvantaged, including filmstrips and cassettes. 
The audio-visual materials will be available on a scheduled loan basis directly to 
the county library for use in projects. It is hoped that this central collection will 
prevent expensive duplication of audio-visual materials which will be used occasion-
ally, but not constantly, in the disadvantaged projects of the local level. 
3, General aims: To give librarians engaged in service to the disadvantaged access 
to a central collection of audio-visual materials with the purpose of avoiding ex-
pensive duplication of these materials. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-1 6 /7l South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title _....::1=---------------
Project III-D-4: Mate rials for 
Disadvantaged 
4. Method of administering: The project will be administered and supervised by 
a member of the field staff. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; NA 
Areas of emphasis: The Disadvantaged. 
Special resources required: Audio-visual m.aterials. 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
The objectives of Lhis project is influenced by the disadvantaged to be se:rved. 
7. Map of the geographical area: Erii r:e State 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
All public libraries which are conducting projects for the disadvantaged. 
500--6/10/71 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title _-=.I ____________ _ 
Project III-D-4: Materials for 
Disadvantaged 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: X 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: 
Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: Will contribute largely to early childhood education. 
2. Drug abuse education: 
3. "Right to read": Will provide the ammunition libraries need to successfully 
participate in this program. 
4. Environmental education: 
5. Career education: 
400--8/23/71 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this form. O.M.B. NO. SI·R071 2 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOZOZ 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT [)-· A PROPOSED X PROJECT L-, AN ACTUAL PROJECT I 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE !PROJECT NO. 
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,Read the Instructions before completing this report) June 30, 19 73 South Carolina IV A 
1. NAME (Identify if state a~ency, re~ional or local library, orQanization, or institution that will administer the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
South Carolina State Library ( 80 3) 758-3181· 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IS) (If less than entire 
P.O. Box11469, Columbia, s. c. Richland 29211 
State, list by number) 
All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
TV A T ,ib ra rv Deve lonment 
3. PROJECT DATES ex- INITIAL PROJECT L~ CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) 5 I b. PROJECT BEGA~ 1973 ,c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE 1978 
4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all olthe sub-item,, applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 30 (1)[ Bl BLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES I (3) c REFERENCE SERVICE 
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 134 360 (2) c: COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK I (4) [J ~~(i!;;I~I~AL PROCESSING 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenlaf2e (5) ~ ~OTHER (Specify) 
distribution of persons served within each of the followinQa reas) 
3.03'7, (2) APPALACHIA 25. 337· b. (I) URBAN47. 57 '7c (2) SUBURBAN --
.,. (3) RURAL52. 43 '7c a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD ,. 
6. TYPE 0 F GROUP (Check the box which bes I describes the popula lion served by the projec I) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi,·e best estimate of the percenlaf2e distribution ol 
(l)U ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by a~e 12roups (see item 4.b.) 
(2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7, (lJ CHILDREN (Bf2e 0-14i:J 3 7 
(5) L OTHER (Specify; 
36 
WORKING AGE/ 
(3) GRADUATE (Bf2e 25-64) 909, ~ 456 
4 (J)C]MIGRANT (4)[Xj GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (2) YOUTH (aile 15-24;431 701 (4) AGED(Bf2e 65 andover) 155, 83 
B. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· : .. 
·,:: -::::.-:·:· .·' . i < .• ·•·(} CIAL GROUP1 (II "YES,,, ~ive best estimate of percenta12e distribution of persons ,-- 2S NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES served by race or ethnic ~roup) '----'YES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED (I) TOTAL (Sumolitems(2) thru(ll) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7c (2) a. MEXICAN AMERICANS '7c 26 (7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS % b. CUBAN '7c PUBLIC 26 (8) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO ':7. c. PUERTO RICAN % (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE '7c d. OTHER '7c (4) VOCATIONAL 
(IO) RESIDENTIAL 
. SCHOOLS 
e. OTHER % .i /-:i>>ii-:· .i ...... i :. ·, . ,, ,', ·: ..,,,.: :·:·.,,..:.' (5) JR. COLLEGE (II) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line I lor "PROPOSED" and Line 2 lor "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-3. Round all amounts to nearest dollar) 
BY CATEGORY (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
TOTAL 
PROJECT SALARIES AU DID-VISUAL CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal BOOKS EQUIPMENT AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) 
1. Proposed 
88,252 176,507 88,252 353,011 353,011 353, 011 
./ 
2. Actual 
,/ 
( 
I 
( 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAG, STATE.LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) SIGNATURE i DATE 
contained herein is correct to the best -~ I 
of my know!edge. <: ( ( t_j .. -:·:-1 I - . February 2, 1 Estellene P. Walker, Librarian L - - c ..• _ / I !-"'77 ( A .......... 974 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE (See reverse of this form) 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at beginning of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information esser>tial to understand the general d1mensions of the pruject. (Type on 8 x 10 1/2 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with .this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.g., by contract, State agetJcy, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e·ll·· primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where appropriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION 0 ·EVALUATION REPORT (Complete lor ail projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114-3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and III of the Library Services and Construction Act, as Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Proli:ram under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper righthand comer. 
At beginning of fiscal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of B, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section B; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114-3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
l. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 7 3. 1 40 1 9 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION 8 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment such as shelving, re2ding desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organization or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.g., scholarships, traineeships, internships, etc.). 
Sl GN AN 0 DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title --=.! ____________ _ 
Project IV-A: Library Development 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: This project 
will support Goal II and all of its subsidiary goals. It is intended to expand and 
improve public library service throughout the state and to improve access to 
libraries. 
2. General description: The Library Development Project will include numerous 
individualized projects developed by local libraries to meet local needs. Each 
county and regional library which meets all requirements for State and Federal 
Aid will be invited to submit a proposal for a project which will contribute to 
the achievement of the state's library goals. Within the framework of the goals 
and of LSCA regulations, priorities, and emphases, each library will assess its 
own needs, determine goals and objectives, and design a program to meet the 
needs. These may endeavor to strengthen resources (books, periodicals, A- V, 
equipment) or to extend services (to aging, disadvantaged, handicapped, rural, 
or other unrcached scg1ncnts of the population). Where projects involve a total 
program of service, they will be i1nplemcnted by contracts between the State 
Library and local libraries. Proposals will be evaluated and approved on the 
basis of the following criteria: legality, goal- relationship, feasibility, population 
served, replicability, and local management capacity. 
3, General aims: The aim is to strengthen the total public library program by 
enabling individual libraries to concentrate funds and effort in areas of demonstrate< 
need. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-l 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title _1=---------------
Project IV -A ~~~~-----------------
4. Method of administering: The Library Development Project will be administered 
by the Field Services staff of the State Library and financial records maintained 
by the State Library. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; NA 
Areas of emphasis: NA 
Special resources required: Books, periodicals, A- V, equipment 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: NA 
7. Map of the geographical area: The attached map shows participating county and 
8. 
regional libraries. 
Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
Abbeville-Greenwood Regional Library (5 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield Regional Library (14 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Anderson County Library (6 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Beaufort County Library (2branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Charleston County Library (8 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Cherokee County Library (I branch, I bookmobile) 
Chester County Library (I branch, I bookmobile) 
Colleton County Library (I bookmobile) 
Darlington County Library (3 branches, I bookmobile) 
Dillon County Library (2 branches, I bookmobile) 
Fairfield County Library (I branch, I bookmobile) 
Florence County Library (4 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Georgetown County Library (2 branches, I bookmobile) 
Greenville County Library (5 brancle s, 4 bookmobiles) 
(See attached sheet for continuation) 
5oo- ... 6/l0/71 
Title I, Project IV -A 
Library Development 
Harry County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Kershaw County Library (1 bookmobile) 
Lancaster County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Laurens County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Lexington County Library (5 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Marion County Library (3 branches) 
Newberry County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Oconee County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Richland County Public Library (5 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Spartanburg County Library (3 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Sumter County Library (1 bookmobile) 
York County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
( 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this fonn. O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
. PROJECT REPORT rx· A PROPOSED PROJECT L-, AN ACTUAL _ PROJECT I 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE l~PROJECT NO. 
,Read the Instructions before completing this report) June 30, 1973 South Carolin VI-B-2 
1. NAME (Identify it state a~ency, reQional or local library, or~anization, or institution that will administer the prOJect) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT(S) (If less than entire 
P.O. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. Ric11.land 29211 State, list by number) All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
VT-B-2· Lar12:e Print Books (other Physically: HandicaQQed} 
3. PROJECT DATES c INITIAL PROJECT L: CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT. GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER VI-B-2 
~ 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) 5 I b. PROJECT BEGAi'< 1970 ic. PROPOSED-TERMINATION DATE 1975 
1- 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all of the sub-item~> applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
~ 
(I) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 (}) [_ I (3) [']REFERENCE SERVICE Q BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES 
1- (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 590 516 (2) ~ COMMUNI CATIONS NETWORK I (4) c ~i(i~I~I~AL PROCESSING u 
w (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e (5) =OTHER (Specify) ... 
0 
ex 
distribution of persons served within each of the followinQ areas) 
D.. 
3. 03 9'c. (2) APPALACHIA 25 • 33 '7, b. (1) URBAN47 .57 '7o (2) SUBURBAN 
.,. (3) RURAL 52. 43 '7o I a. (I) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD ---- ,c 
~ 6. TYPE OF GROUP (Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi>·e best estimate of the percenta~e distribution of 
% (1)0 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons s~rved in the project by aQe ~roups (see item 4.b.) 
0 j:: (2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND 0 '7o (Il CHILDREN (a~" 0-14)787 709 WORKING AGE/ 092 u (3) GRADUATE (a~e 25-64)1 
w (3)0MIGRANT (4)0 GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) ~OTHER rspecity}.fisually handicc: PPJJ<;louTH (a~e 15-24) 519, 083 (4) AGED (a~e 65 and over) 1 90, 96 Ill 8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· 
.... · ·.,. 
····'·. < ' i >>·· , ..••. ·'· ... , ... ,,·,.,., .... ,, .. • <.···· ..• >i /,,, .'\\,:'' 
CIAL GROUP? (If "YES," Qive best estimate of percentaQe distribution of persons 
CYES iXJ NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES served by race or ethnic Qroup) 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED (I) TOTAL (Sum ol items (2) thru ( 11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7o (2)a. MEXiCAN AMERICANS % 39 (7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS '7o b. CUBAN '7o PUBLIC 39 (B) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO '7. c. PUERTO RICAN '7o (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
'7o (4) VOCATIONAL 
t<to~'_U_t:N IAL 
d. WHITE d. OTHER '7o J(JO) SCHOOLS 
e. OTHER '7o ij .: ::. ;, i••i> . •t• +• •':>~'····' <". i i ,.,:.)) (5) JR. COLLEGE (11) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 lor "PROPOSED" and Line 2 lor "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-3. Round a/1 amounts to nearest dollar) 
Ill BY CATEGORY (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8·11) 
,w TOTAL a:l~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIQ-VISUAL CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal EQUIPMENT 
zt-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
o-a.:: ( 1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( 11) -~0 1- D.. 
uww 1. Proposed 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 wo..cx Ill X / 
w 
2. Actual / \,.__ 
u 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE.LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) SIGNATURE j DATE I 1/1 Q ') Uzo contained herein is correct to the best 
Estellene P. Walker, Librarian 
y lJ. .>. - Feb. 2, 1974 woz of my knowledge. c,{ (t/~ ) "'j::-c - / ?(.. / /.' _._ .. 
-----
•. ·! 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE (See reverse of this form) 
• 764 
0 
/ 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at beginning of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information esser~l.lal to understand the general d1mcnsions o( the prvject. (Type on 8 x 10 1/2 mch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with .this fonn.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the c.ontributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the prOJect. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.g., by contract, State agency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular econom1c or social conditions of the area (e.g., primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where appropriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D ·EVALUATION REPORT (Complete for all projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114-3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section 8 of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment{s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper righthand comer. 
At beginning of fi seal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of 8, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section B; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Fonn 3114-3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters ''N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73·14019 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gros.s salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment 5uch as shelvi11g, re2di'lg dtsks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organizatiOn or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.g., scholarships, trainees/lip.~. internship.,, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regionol Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title __:.I;.._ _____________ _ 
Project VI-B-2: Large Print Books 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: This program 
will improve service to the visually handicapped. The project supports 
Goal IV C 2. 
2. Gener~l description: In order to give visually handicapped readers access to a 
larger and more varied collection of materials than was possible with small 
purchases by local libraries, the State Library will develop a central collection 
of large-print books. Patrons of the South Carolina State Library for the Blind 
and Physically Handicapped may borrow from this collection individually, or 
public and institutional libraries may borrow the books on interlibrary loan for 
the use of their patrons. 
3, General aims: To provide books in large print for all South Carolina visually 
handicapped readers and to strengthen the resources of the State Library so 
that it may adequately serve as a resource center for all libraries in the state. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-l 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title ___,!::..._ ___________ _ 
Project VI-B-2: Large Print Books 
4. Method of administel;"ing: Selection will be done by the Field Service Staff and 
the Librarian for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, ordering and processing 
by the Technical Services Department, and service by the Interlibrary Loan staff. 
5. Special or unigue characteristics; NA 
Areas of emphasis: NA 
Special resources required: NA 
6, Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: NA 
7. Map of the geographical area: Entire state 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
All county, regional and institutional libraries in South Carolina 
500--6/10/71 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title _.,:! ____________ _ 
Project VI-B-2: Large Print Books 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: NA 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: NA 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: This 
project will strengthen the resources of public and institutional libraries by 
permitting them to borrow from the State Library large-print books which are 
quickly nread outll by the few visually handicapped patrons if purchased locally. 
Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: NA 
/ 
I 
2. Drug abuse education: NA 
3. "Right to read": This project will provide reading material for the visually 
handicapped who cannot use conventional reading mate rial. 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education:NA 
400--8/23/71 
O~PARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 2020l 
PROJECT REPORT 
~.l....l.l....I,J...L..J..'-J.L"t..t.~ .......... ~----
An answer is required 
for e<~ch item on this form. 
.. THIS R~PORT IS FO~R=-------
~ ~:tJ~~~SEO 0 AN ACTUAl. PROJECT 
FORM APPROVED; 9/30/72 
O.M.B. NO. SI·R071Z 
TITLE 
III 
For Titles I ond Ill of the library Services and Conllructian Act, as amended P.L. 91·600 
1Re3d the lnslruclions before completing this report) 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
June 30, 1973 S.C 
lPROJE;T NO, STATE 
<C 
t-
-< 0 
t-
v 
"' "'"' 0 
1Z 
A. 
• 
-< 
% 
0 
i= 
u 
"' ~
~ 
1. NAME (ldenllly it al•le ••e't1cy, te~ional or loc•l llbt4ty, o.r~a.nir•tion, or inariruhon th•t wrll •~:ninister tho project) TELEPHONE (Ar~a code, Number, Extonolon) 
South Carolina State Librar 
AOORESS (Number, atroet, city •nd St•le) COUNTY ZIP CODE 
P. 0. Box_ll469. Columbia. S.C. Richland __Z«i211 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
I: Corn1nunication~ Network (Interlibrary Cooperat~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
l. PROJECT OATES 0 INITIAL PROJECT [20 CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER I 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAl.. TIME SPAN (yura) 1_0 b. PROJECT !SEGAr-. FiSC 19 c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE 
4.. GEOGRAPHICAL ANO POPULATION DATA l::;""'p/ete ell of t/"le oub-items applicable to thia proj..,ct) IS. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(I) TOTAl.. NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 I (1)0 BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES I (3) 0 REFERENCE SERVICE 
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2. 5 90. 516 1(2) !K)COMMUNICATIONS NET_~ORK I (4) D ;,~J'::.I~AI.. PROCESSING 
(J) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (CIYe but eatimato of lh• percent•'• f (5)0 OTHER (Specify) 
c!lalribulion ofperaone aorved within eech of lhe followfn,ereee)_ L----.--------------------------------
a. (l)MO.OEI.. CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 3 ... _03 ~ (2) APPALACHIA 25. 33 'fo b. (1) URBAN4 ?. s1'• (2) SUBURBAN .,. (J) RURAl.. S2 4 ~ ~ 
fl. TYP£ OF GROUP(C/"Ieck the box which beat deacribea tho population &erved by t/"1• project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (GiYo beot eatimate of the p<ucenta~e dialribul/on ol 
(1)0 ECONOMICAI.LY DISADVANTAGED peraoru; aorved in the project by"'" l:toupa (aee Item 4.&.} - ··--· 
.,. WORKING AGE/ (2)0 PHY~ICAI..I..Y HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BI.INO to -L!l....£.!!II.DREN (d~e O•l4J30. 4l"T. _j_Jl_ GRADUATE (a~e 25-64J42,18o/o 
(l)QM1GRANT (l)[g)GENERALPUfiLICAREA CSJQOTHER(Speclfy) (2)YOUTH(aQel5·24)20,04 .,., (4)AGED(ato65andov•rJ7 37'1. 
a. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA- ·.,.~ . . r:' __ ,, .... ;j 
CIAL GROUPT (11 "YES," QiYe beel ••litrlal• of pc.rcontaQe dialribulion of peraon• ------- · >---------- ----
••ned br race or ethnic Sroup) DYES [X) NOI 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED 
(IJ L AMERICAN tNOIANS : '1•' (7)L ME:XICAN AMERICANS 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTAl.$ '1• I b. CUSAN I c. NEGRO .,, I c. PUERTO RICAN r ( ! ~~· u-..- ... -·--·... ¢c:;:lhi!fiJTI-
d. WHITE .. .. ,.. I d. OTHEit ,. ... -~ -~·. ---
.,. a. OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EX PEN:- .:RES (Fill in Line 1 for "PROPOSED" Mid Line 2 f« "Acrual" expenditure•, OE Form 3114·3. Round all amounla lo nearest doll:•.:;•>::_ ______ _ 
BY CATEGORY (Column• 1·1) BY SOURCE (Columna 1·11) 
1 w . TOTAL ctl~ PROJECT SALARIES e~:. S AUOI()oVISUAI.. EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAl.. STATE LOCAl.. . (Mual equ•l 
1-----.,.-----
zt-t- ANO WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
~Og (I) r7.' (J) (4) (f) (6) (7) (I) (P) (10) (11) 
t~~- 4, 800 4. 800 ~~ 800 4, ~00_ 
11.1 o.. a: 1. Proposed · • // · 
VIX /-·- -.. 
"' ~~· . ?~~ 
.~o 
Uzo 
woz 
"'i=-< 
I CERTIFY that atl of the information 
c?ntaincd herein is conect to the best 
o( my l<nowled~e. 
-- gl 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE LIBRARY AGENCY (Typ•) _,SIGNATUR. ~ ~ ·/.,r'j. IP 
Estellene P. Walker, 'fj'-iLLZL.---·,;_· . /¥/\ r .Jl)'-.l:flfi/\{~- . .__ · 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/71 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLET& . ( '-~~~~ J 
r·) 
. ·...:._., o--
fY. :Y::>.,r:i!,i-1-~ 
OAl;& 
Feb. 2, 1974 
(See reverse ot lhis lotm) 
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OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
l. 
z. 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title -=II::I::_ ___________ _ 
Project I: Communication Network 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: As a means of imple 
m.enting Goal VA, the statewide ILL network coordinating the resources of the major 
state colleges and universities, public libraries, and the State Library, will con-
tribute towards the coordination of resources not only of these libraries and institu-
tions, but of the libraries in the area of libraries having the TWX installations. The 
project strengthens the State Library• s reference and interlibrary loan service. 
General description: The ILL network provides a system of referrals in which the 
South Carolina State Library serves as a switching center for public and special 
libraries and the University of South Carolina for colleges and universities. The 
network operates in connection with the three Area Reference Resource Centers 
located in Charleston, Greenville, ap.d Florence. The Watts line already main-
tained by the State for the use of State agencies and State institutions is used as 
the basic element in the system. All publicly supported libraries are eligible to 
use this system and to forward requests to the nearest transmission center. 
Additional LSCA FY '73 funds in the amount 
of $4, 800 will be used to purchase TWX equipment 
now being leased for the three Area Reference 
Resource Centers. 
3. General aims: The ainl of this project is the coordination of library resources in 
the State for the service of the people of the State. 
500--6/10/71 
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OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
4. 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973_ 
Title ...:!::!:c._ ___________ _ 
Project I: Communication Network 
Method of administering: All financial records of this project will be maintained by 
the State Library and payment to the participating libraries and institutions will be 
on a reimbursement basis. The project will be supervised by the Coordinator of 
Title Ill programs. 
.. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; NA 
6 . 
. ~ 
Areas of emphasis: Interlibrary cooperation and the sharing of resources. 
Special resources required: Teletype machines. 
Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
I I I The establislunent of this project was directly influenced by the fact that neither 
the public libraries nor the college and university libraries have the resources 
they need to meet the needs of their patrons. Few public libraries have nore than 
one book per capita, and college library collections are far below the need of the 
present ambitious instructional program. 
"---' 
7. Map of the geographical area: See attached map. 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
University of South Carolina 
Greenville County Library 
Charleston County Library 
Florence County Library 
500--6/10/71 
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South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2.92.01 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title __:II::::I::..... ___________ _ 
Project I: Communication Network 
M,_jor Emphasis of Project: 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: X 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers:. X 
Relation of Project to: 
0 
~~·-... 
i, 
....... 
1. Early childhood education: 
2.. Drug abuse education: 
3. "Right to read": 
4. Environmental education: 
5. Career education: 
400--8/2.3/71 
This project contributes to all projects 
and all programs being conducted by the 
State Library, local libraries, and by 
agencies and organizations at the State 
and local level. Its contribution is in 
supplying the materials needed and not 
available through local sources. 
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South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3 
Title III --~~-------------------------Project III: Area Reference Centers 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
· 1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: This project is de-
~-
signed to implement Goals V Band VB 1. Through coordinating reference resources 
of college, public institutions and other libraries in the area, it will improve 
reference service to the general public of the area. 
General description: As a further step in implementing the plan of coordinating 
library resources of the entire area and centralizing responsibility in the Area 
Resource Centers, the State Library has employed a librarian qualified by training 
and experience to supervise and direct the development of the three Area Reference 
Resource Centers already designated. In addition, the State Library will make a 
grant-in-aid to each of the three Area Reference Resource Centers to employ a 
competent librarian to plan and carry out a program of coordination of the library 
resources in the area. The grant is to be used for the salary of the Regional 
Reference Librarian and travel expense up to $500 per year. The participating libra1 
must have participated in the four previous projects, provide supervision of the 
project, appoint an advisory committee made up of librarians representing the 
various types of libraries in the area, and work out and adopt a plan for sharing 
resources of the major libraries of the area. 
The objective of this project is to improve reference service through coor-
dinating library resources in the area concerned and to publicize these services to 
the general public and to the business and industry of the area. 
3. Gene ra1 aims: The objective of this project is the improvement of reference 
service through the coordination of library resources in the area concerned. 
50o--6/l0/71 
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OE )114 .. 1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title --=!:Ill==.. ___________ _ 
Project ill: Area Resource Centers 
Method of administering: The project will be administered under a contract between 
the State Library and the participants. The project will be supervised by the 
Coordinator of Title III Programs. Financial records will be maintained by parti-
cipants with semi.annual reports made to the State Library. 
Special or unique characteristlcs; NA 
Areas of emphasis: Library cooperation and the sharing of resources. 
Special resources required: NA 
Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: NA 
Map of the geographical area: See attached map. 
Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
Charleston County Library, 404 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403 
Florence County Library, 319 South Irby Street, Florence, South Carolina 29501 
Greenville County Library, 300 College Street, Greenville, South Carolina 29601 
500--6/10/71 
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1. NAME (Identify if state aQency, reQional or local library, orQanization, or institution that wrll administer the project) 
hland 
1 ................ - ................ ..._ ......... '""'"""~,.'"""' ... ....., 5 """'"""'-A._ ........ - .............. ~"", ....... "'- ............ .....,. .... '""" .... r Cooperation) 
.. --- ·--- - .. -,...,. r---, ·- ·--
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percentaQe 
distribution of persons served within each of the lollowinQa reas) 
211 
TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
(If less than entire 
State, list by number) 
1975 
a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 3.03 '7c (2) APPALACHIA 25. 33 ~o b. (1) URBAN4 7 • 57~o (2) SUBURBAN ---- '7o (3) RURAL 52. 43 ~o 
6. TYPE OF GROUP (Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta,ze distribution of 
__ ,-----,. ___ ~ -------
PROJECT 
Proposed 
Actual 
SALARIES 
AND WAGES 
(l) 
BOOKS 
(2) 
I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation 
contained herein is correct to the best 
of my knowledge. 
MATERIALS 
(3) 
EQUIPMENT 
(4) 
SERVICES 
(5) 
NAME OF HEAD, STAl'E'LtSRARY AGENCY ( 
Estellene P. Walker 
• 000 
t IV/r \~/ -·H·--- o- - - 764 
...... r\ ....,. ' • -- ~ ....,~ ..... _ l ..... _ '~ -:._' 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal 
FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
(8) (9) (10) ( 11) 
20,000 20,000 
DATE 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREll lOUSe EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at beginning of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information essen.tial to understand the general d1mensions of the project. (Type on 8 x 10 1/2 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with.this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.g., by contract, State agency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.g., primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where appropriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D-EVALUATION REPORT (Complete for all projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114-3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectlves of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, ~s Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title,. fiscal year, and project number in upper rightlland comer. 
At beginning of fiscal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of B, and Section C. 
2. Submit ,.Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for on projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed'' Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section H; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114-3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials : 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA OC 73. U<H9 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable ext>enditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment 5uch as shelving, re2ding desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organization or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies. printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.g., S(:l:lolarships, train-eeships, intemships, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
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O:B 3114-1 6/71 South Carqlina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title III 
---------------------------Project IV: Microfilm Catalog and 
Shelf List 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: The project imple-
ments Goal VD. By supplying microfilm copies of the State Library's catalog, to-
gether with the equipment to use this catalog in locating material not available lo-
cally, it contributes to interlibrary cooperation and the sharing of resources to 
meet the needs of the people of the state. It strengthens the State Library by ex-
tending the use of its resources and provides a safeguard for the catalog and shelf 
list of ea.ch participating library, 
2. Genera! descnphon: The State Llbrary has provided a microfilm copy of its entire 
. catalog to the three Area Reference Resource Centers together with the equipment 
necessary to make full use of the microfilm catalog in securing from the State Librq.-
ry collection the materials needed in the Area Reference Resource Center to fill 
interlibrary loan and reference requests. 
The State Libr;::~.ry, in an initial step to coordinate the resources of the major 
State supported colleges ;::~.nd universities, microfilmed the complete catalog of the 
University of South Carolina a.nd of Clemson University. Each library received a 
copy of the lnicrofiln~ of its own catalog for security purposes, as well as copies 
of the State Library's catalog and the catalog of the other university library parti-
cipating in the project. This phase of the project allows the three major libraries 
in the State to check holdings quickly for securing reference and interlibrary loan 
n1aterial. 
In 1973-74, preparations will begin and work will proceed as far as possible on 
a new n~icrofilm edition of the State Library's catalog to be distributed to partici-
pating libraries in 1975. In addition to the university and ARRC libraries which 
participated previously, the microfilm catalog will be provided ior each county and 
regional headquarters. Microfilm readers will be provided for each public library 
not already owning such equipment. 
The State Library will again offer to microfilm the shelf lists of the major pub-
lic libraries in the state for security purposes. The library receiving the service 
will supply the film, and cassettes for the project, and the State Library will pro-
vide the equipment and service. Individual libraries will be responsible for the 
cost of processing film. Order of priority will be: (1) Area Reference Resource 
Centers; (2) systems serving over 100,000 population; and (3) libraries serving 
over 50, 000 population and having over 50, 000 volumes. 
3. General aims: The objective of this project is to improve reference service and 
interlibrary loan service throughout the state and to improve and coordinate the 
use of the resources of the libraries of the University of South Carolina and Clem-
son University. In addition, the project will provide security and a safeguard 
against vandalism t):lrough microfilming the shelf lists of the major public libraries. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1973 
Title II ~~--------------~~----------Project IY· Microfilm Catalo~ and 
Shelf List 
4. Method of ad~inistering; The project will be administered under an agreement 
petween the State Library and the participants. Financial records will be main-
tained by the State Library. The project will be supervised by the Technical 
Sel,'vice s Librarian. 
5. Special or unique characte:ri~tics; NA 
6. 
fl. 
8. 
Areas of emphasis: Improvement of reference and interlibrary loan service and 
the coordination of book resources. 
Special resources required: A microfilm camera, 11 400C11 reader~printer or 
I 
Xerox UM 1414 microfilm readers. 
Objectives, result of or influenced b"( particular economic or social conditions: 
';['he objectives of this project are influenced by the fact that no public library and 
no college library in the stale have the required book resources to meet the needs 
of the people within their institution or service qrea. Through the sharing of re ... 
sources, it will be possible to better meet these needs. In addition, there have been 
so1ne exa1nples of vandalism in both public and institutional libraries. To guard 
Map of the geographical area: against the expensive procedure of replacing a catalog, 
See attached map. the microfilm shelf list will offer some protection. 
Public and non-public libraries, agenc;ies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
The Library, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 
The Library, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 
South Carolina State Library, Columbia, South Carolina 
S.C. county and regional public libraries 
soo .... 6/l0/71 
lyfajor Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3_ 
Title III 
Project IV; Microfilm Catalo" and 
Shelf List 
1. .Service to di~advantaged in low-income areas: 
2. S~rengthening State Library administrative agency: X 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: X 
:Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: NA 
2. Drug abuse education: NA 
3. "Right to read": NA 
4. Environmental edu.cation: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
400--8/23/71 
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~-------
"' BY CATEGORY (Column• I•T) BY SOURCE (Calumna 1·11) 
•: TOTAl.. 11:1;:» PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIQ-VfSUAI. EQUIPMENT CONTI'tACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Mu.-1 eqwtl 
zl-~ ANO WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS ,.UNO$ FUNDS Col. T) 
Oo0 . (l) (2} (J) (#) (S) (6) (1) (I) (J) (10) (II] i=z£L.r-- --~~~ 1:Proposcd · 4, 500 .. • 1. 000/\ 5. 500 5. 500 5, 500 
"": ___,...-: 
2. Actul r:::-;~ k . 
. ,,. .··. J 
.~o I CE~TIFY th~t all or the i:>CormatiOQ NAME OF HE.AO, STATE l.IORART AGENCY (Tr~·>. SIGH~TUR.E ·£1/ / Aj . . OAT& ~Zo conta~d hcreU\ 1s correct to the best 1 . - ft · i ~f/. J Feb. 2, 197 
... o z r lu\ 1 d v. · :...- J>:.__,. ,. . 1 -""i=~ o my owe ,e. Estellene P. Walker 1 ·r· ~ '~;[(Fir.'·"'t- /f" _{: kP~>e/ 4 
-- -- - . - ~ -...-'( .._. . .... 
r-·., 
.. J 0 .-~ I 
' 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3 
Title III ~~------------------------Project V: Interlibrary Loan 
Network 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
l. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: As a means of 
implementing Goals IB and V, the State Library serves as the apex and central 
unit of a state-wide Interlib:r.ary Loan Network designed to supplement and coor-
dinate the resources of all other libraries in the state. 
2. 
3. 
General descrip~ion: The State Library provides a staff of librarians and clerks 
to coordinate and service a state Interlibrary Loan Network. Public, institutional, 
and special libraries send loan requests directly to the State Library which fills 
them from its own collection or from other libraries in the Columbia area. Re-
quests from college and university libraries (l.re channeled through and sc:t;"eened 
by the University of South Carolina. Schoo~ requests will be transmitted through 
the ERIC coordinators and the Department of Education. The State Library is the 
communications center through which loan~ between different types of libraries are 
transmitted. The Interlibrary Loan Network is supported by the TWX or Communi-
cations Network (Title III, Project I) and by the Microfilm Catalog Project (Title 
III, Project IV), both of which are serviced by the State Library's Interlibrary 
Loan staff. The Interlibrary Loan Network Project provides staff, equipment, 
postage, telephone, and supplies necessary to carry on interlibrary loan service 
throughout the state. 
Within the Interlibrary Loan Network, the ERIC system brings the results 
of authoritative research to the solution of problems in school, library, and com-
ml,lnity. The State Library and the State Department o£ Education share in the use 
of a computer and through the computerized ~ndex; to the ERIC documents are able 
to make literature searches in response to requests from faculty or graduate stu-
dents in the State's colleges, county departments of education, or agencies of State 
Goyernrnent which require the service. When the literature search has been made, 
the computer print-out is sent to the requesting agency which checks the materials 
listed for those which they wish to examine. The State Library then searches its 
microfiche collection o~ ERIC documents and provides either microfiche copies or 
print~d copies of the materials requested. In addition to this, the State Library fre-
quently is requested to supplement the ERIC materials with other materials from 
its collection. >!<See attached sheet for use of additional LSCA '73 funds. 
General aims: The aim of the project is to coordinate the resources of public, 
institutional, college, and special libraries and to facilitate optimum utilization 
of all available resources. As a result of cooperation and reciprocal lending 
practices among libraries, every library patron will pave access to a wider 
range of materials and information. 
500--6/10/71 
2. (continued) 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197~ 
Title =:III=---.--.----..--------
Project V: Interlibrary Loan Network 
Additional LSCA FY '73 funds in the amount of $5, 500 will be ll.Sed to 
purchase equipment used in card reproduction for the Interlibrary Loan 
Collection and to hold a atatewide ERIC workshop for librarians from colleges, 
universities, and TEC centers, The purpose will be to better inform librarians 
about the resources available through ERlC ancl the procedures for using them. 
0 
OE 3114 .. 1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, Sou~h Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 197 3_ 
Title __.;r::::;n;:._...,_........----------
Project V: Interlibrary Loan Netwo~k 
4. Method of administering: The project will be supervised by the Interlibrary Loan 
Librarian. Administrative C~tnd financial records will be maintained by the State 
Library. The ERIC progr~m is joinUy operated by the S~ate Department of Edu-
cation and the State Library. An advisory council works with the two agenc:bes in 
planning and administering the program. 
' .. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; This program will foster cooperation between li-
6. 
7. 
braries of all types in Sou~h Carqlina. 
Areas of emphasis: Interlibrary cooperation. 
Special resources reguired: An extensive collection of books and materials for inter-
' ' l~brary loan purposes. Microfiche, microfiche copie:trs, microfiche readers, a 
computer for the ERIC program. 
Objectives, result of or influenceq by particular economic ~r e;ocial conditions: 
Since no South Carolina library has adequate financial support measured by $tate 
or national standards, it i~ essential that resources be shared tQ insure the best 
possible service for South Carolirians~ 
Map of the geographical area: Entire state. 
8. Public and non-publi<r librat;ies, agencies, ~rganizatiol'ls, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
All public, institutional, college, un~versity, public school and special libraries 
in South Carolina 
The South Carolina State Department of Education 
The South Carolina State ~ibrary 
~00--6/l0/71 
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South Carolina State Library 
lSOO Senate Street 
Columbia, S~uth Carolina 2920L 
Fiscal Year 197 3 
Title -=.::Ill:;:::...... __ ~--....--:""'"'-.,.._.--.-­
Project V: Interlibrary Loan Network 
I , 
Major Empha~is of ProjeGt: 
1, .Service to disadvantaged in Lqw~income ariaas; NA,. 
Z. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: NA 
3, Strengthen~ng metropolitan pu~lic libraries serving as re~ource ceqter$: NA 
Relation of Project to: 
1' Early childhood education: ~A 
f· Drug abuse educatioq: NA 
3. ":Right to read": NA 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
OEPARTMHH OF HEALTH, EDVCATION, AND WELFARE 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
WASHIN-GTON. O.C. 20202 
PROJECT REPORT 
Additional LSCA FY 1 73 Funds 
An answer is required 
£or each item on this fonn. 
THIS REPORT IS FOR 
r.:;· A PRQPOSED 
I~ PROJECT L:_' AN ACTUAL PROJECT 
FORM APPROVED 
O.M.B. NO. SI-R0712 
TITlE 
III_ 
For Titltts rand Ill of the Librory Services and Construction Act, as amended P.l. 91-600 
,Read the Instructions before completing tbis report) 
HSCAL YEAR ENDING 
June 30, 1973 
STATE 
S.C. !PROJECT NO. VI 
~ 
... 
~ 
Q 
I-
V 
w 
.... 
0 
a: 
a.. 
I 
~ 
z 
0 j:: 
v 
w 
"' 
., 
""IU-IDa: 
:;:) 
1. NAME (ldenlily if state- a,Qency, re,Qional or local library, or~anization, or institution that will admin-ister the proJeCt) TELEPHONE (Area code-, Number, EJttension) 
South Carolina State Library (803-\ 758"-3181: 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, str~eto_ city and Stall!) r COUNTY 
1 P. 0. Box 1146-9. Columbia. S.C. t Richland 2. NAME OF PRO.l.ECT T
ZIP CODE 
29211 
CONGRESSTONAL OISTRICT(S) (If less than rntire 
StMie, lis.t by number) 
All 
Title III Project VI, Library Awareness (Interlibra~r_._y---=C=-o-'----o..._p-'e'-r_a_t~i=-o_n_)'---:,----,:----:c-----------
3. PROJECT OATES (X~ INITIAL PROJECT L CONTINUING PROJECT IP: CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN "(ye..-rs) 2 b. PROJECT SEGAl. 1 74 c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE I 975 
4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Compleu, a/1 oltht! sub·items applicable to this project}- IS. FOR T~TLE lll, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(I) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 (l)L BIBLIOGRA,PHIC SERVICES (3) L REFERENCE SERVICE 
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 5 q 0 516 {l) COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ( 4) [J ~!~t:t'r'~AL PROCESSING 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Gi,·e best estimate of the pene11laQe 
distribution of pet$011s :served within each of the folfowinQa reas) 
rs; ;_:oTHER cspecityJ Public Information 
a. (1) MODEL CITY- NEIGHBO-RHOOD 3. 03 '7c (2) APPALACHIA 25-_33% b. (I) URBAN47,57'7, (2) SUBURBAN ':'"c (3) RURAL 52.43% 
6. TYPE" OF GROUP (CMck the box which best describes thf!! population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Giv<- best estimate of the percentaQe distribution of 
(1)0 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons S<"rved in the proj<"cl by BQe Qroupa (see it<Om 4.b.) 
(2)QPHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; G~VE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7c 
(~~MIGRANT (~QGENERAL PUBLIC AREA (~COTHER(9ec~i~~~)~====~=~~-~-~(~2~)~Y~O~U~T~H~~~Q~e~l=5~~~4~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8. ETH~IC OR RACIA-L GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· 
CIAL GROUP? (If "YES," Qive- best estimate of percentsQe d1sttibution of persons --~--· ::xJ N0(9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES served by race or ethnic Qroup_) :__:YES 
IF SI"Ai'HSH SURNAMED (l) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru ( 11) (6) OTHER ACADE ... IC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7c (2) a. MEXICAN AMERICANS '7o ro6 (7) SPECIAL 
b. AME Rl CAN ORIENTALS '7c b. CUBAN '7o Pu-6-L I C 40 (l!) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO (3) SCH.OOL e (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE 
(4) VOCATIONAL 1 2 
e, OTHER (5) JR. COLLEGE 0 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line J foe "PROPOSED" and Line 2 for "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-3. Round art amounts to nearest dolla-r) 
PROJECT BOOKS 
BY CAIEGORY (Columns 1-7) 
AUDIC>-VISUAL 
MATERIALS EQUIPMENT 
CONTRACTUAL 
SERVICES 
BY SOURCE (Columns lJ-11) 
EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS 
30 
3 
7 
8 
TOTAL 
(Must equal 
Col. 7) zt-t-
o-a:: _oo~ t-Za... ---· 
viii~&~ -
w-CL a:: 1. Yroposea 
SALARIES 
AND WAGES 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
OTHER I TOTAL FORt FEDERAL 
(6) (7) (l!) 
<;; 1 ooo-~"1 $4000 I ~4000 
STATE 
FUNDS 
(9) 
LOCAL 
FUNDS 
(10) ( 11) 
$4000 .-.x 
IU 
U-
• .,o 
Vzo. 
woz "'t=~ 
2. Actual 
I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation 
contained herein is correct to the best 
of my knowledge. 
'i;t;{}() 'i;~t;(}(} 
\ __ 
I 
------., I ~---, l_, ' - /. . - F, I • ' , ' /I -" 1 (_ " , . Ltbra ;/if !·r:,-_'-._ /-, -. ~--,-//),__, / 
NAME OF HEAC, STATE"LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) 
Estellene P. Walker, 
SIGNATURE 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE T 
\ 
,I 
DATE 
Feb. 2, 1974 
(See reverse of this fotrr~) 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at beginning of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescrtption should provide all infonnation essen.hal to understand the general d1mensions of the prvject. (Type on 8 x 10 112 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch urrruled white 
paper and-aubmit with -this fonn.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range prngram. 
2. Include a general deseriptioR of tilt! project. 
3. Describe the general aims of th.e project. 
4. Describe the method of administerini the proj-ect (e.g., by contract, State agency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.g., primary occupation, 
(J(lpulation density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project-, whe~e appropriate. 
8. Identify all- public and nonpul:llic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION 0 • EVALUAl"lON REPORT (Complete for all proje-cts at EN[) of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" AnnuaLFxpenditures Report, OE Form 3114·3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this fonn submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment{&) _and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-rana;e program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories. news reports, and photographs. 
lKSTRUCTfONS FOR PREPARfNG REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Constructiorr Act, as- Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete thia- form for each project included in the Annual Proiram under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper ri:ghthand comer. 
At beginning o£ fi seal yea•: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of '8, and Section C. 
2. Subm.il .,Proposed" Project Report bef<!re July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for giJ protects~ 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of' Section B; 
3. Prepare-Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114-3) as soon as poS-Sible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub· items thereof. Use the letters ''N.A.'' to fill m the space provided if a particular question is 
''not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your beSt estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
I. Salaries anoWages 
2. Books 
J-. Audiovisual Materials : 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73.140t9 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDrTURE CATEGORIES- SECllON B 
Show the amount for grnss salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable ex~nditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment such as she1v~ag, reading desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services- performed by an outside organizatton or firm. Submit two copies o( each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as trav~t, supplies, priming and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.~ .• scholarships, trainees/tip.,, internship.,, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South c;:arolina State Library 
l500 Senate St:reet 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974, 
Title -'l~I::.,I__,. __________ _ 
Project VI: Library Awaren!i;SS 
' 
SECTION C--:PESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. ContribuUont:J tewarg a,ttainin~ goals of the long ramge pr?sr~m: The Library 
Awareness Project will sp.pport Goal VC by informing the pul:>lic about librfl,ry 
services available in South Ci~orplina. 
z. General description: The State Library will contr~ct with a public relations firm 
specializing in multi-media. programs to develop a slide/tape presentation which 
will depict the services offered by the State Library, describe the South Carolina 
Library Network, and explain how users may secure access to all library resources 
in the state. SQund-projection equipment will be purchased, and the slide /tape 
presentation will be 1nade available through librarie~. civic organizations, and 
public agencie~. Irnp:roved interlibrary cooperation will be fostered as librarians 
and officials, as well as the public, becon<e better informed about the aims ard 
operations of the library network. The network brochure developed in 1973 will 
be the starting point for supporting publicity. 
3. General aims: To facilitate optimum utilization of South Ca,rolina' s total library 
resources by increasing public awareness of services available and by promoting 
cooperat:i.on among libraries of <::~.11 types. 
500--6/10/71 
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O,t 3114-l 6/71 South Carolina State Lipra.ry 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title ~rr~r _____________ _ 
Project VI: Library Awareness 
4~ Method of administering: The project will be administered through a contract 
with the public relations firm which will carry out the assignment under the 
close supervision of the State Library staff. 
5. Special or "Q.nigue characteristics; NA 
Areas of emphasis: NA 
Special resources required: Sound-projection equipment; slides and cassette tapes 
4\ 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particulq.r economic or sos:ial conditions: 
NA 
7. Map of the geographical area: The entire State 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, Qrganizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: Public, institutional, higher education, and special 
libraries in South Carolina 
spo--6/L0/71 
Majpr Emphasi~ pf Project: 
Sou~h Carolin,a St~te Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carotin~ 29201 
Fiscal Year l974 
..,.--,--.-
Title III 
Project VI: LibrSJ:ry Awareness 
1. .Ser
1
vice to ,disadvantaged jQ. lo~-\pcom! ar~a.a:, NA 
2. Strengthening State Library adminia~r9-tiye agency: The project will strengthen 
the State Library indirectly by n1raking its servic~$ better known and promoting 
use by all segments of the population. 
3. Strengthening ~etrop~l~tan p~blic libraries s~:rving as resource,s:enter,s: 
NA 
Relation of Prqject to: 
1. Early childhood education; 
2. :Pru,~ abuse education: 
3. 
4. Environrnental education: 
I 
5. Career edq.cation: 
400 .. -8/~3/71 
Promotes easia;r access to 
library materials in all areas. 
